With the PMS kit, it is quick and simple to check the
specific gravity of your gasoline for quality and
legality. This kit is a real aid for the racer using
additives or special blends. With the decreasing
quality of today’s pump gas, a Gas Check Kit should
be a standard item with all racers.

KIT CONSISTS OF:
* Easy to read lab-grade hydrometer graduated in 0.002
increments and a range from .700 to .800
* Mercury thermometer with self-contained protective case
* 50 ml graduated glass cylinder
* Easy-to-follow instructions
NOTE: This range will allow the racer to check all
pump gas, all racing gas, straight methanol, and all
but the lightest aviation gas. The kit will NOT check
Nitromethane alky/nitro mixtures
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Great for
Camping - Patios
Hunting - RV’s
Spit Motor
(2 “D” Batteries)
Anodized Aluminum
Laser Personalization

Cracks ‘em in Perfect Halves
We did not invent this design,
but we did perfect it ~
This one really works!

Makes a
Great Gift!

Precision Tool made in PMS Shop
Adjustment for Nut Size
Fixture Designed to
Color
Anodized Aluminum
Work with Mr. Heater
Red
~
Blue
~ Green ~ Black
Tough Buddy ~ Uses
Personalization on Handle
1 lb. Propane Cannister
A balance scale is a precision tool that every serious engine
builder should own and use. A balance scale allows the builder
to keep accurate weight records of pistons, pins, rods, etc. By
keeping a record of such weights, it is simple to duplicate
original weights when replacing worn or damaged parts. PMS

FEATURES INCLUDE:
* Designed for speed and ease of operation
* Magnetic damping
* Sensibility of 0.1 gram
* Self-aligning agate bearings and hardened
steel knife edges permit friction-free movement
* Comes complete with accessory weight kit
which increases capacity to 2610 grams
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